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Multi-purpose Viewing Centre

Average Capital Requirement: N200,000 to N500,000

Summary
This is an idea I have toyed with personally as a person and the good thing about it is that it 
has no limits. Depending on your imagination, availability of space and time for supervision 
this is bound to earn you at least 5 times of what you put in on a weekly basis.

Introduction:
Multi-purpose viewing centre is a build on the traditional view centre that cuts across town. 
A typical standard MULTI-PURPOSE viewing centre is the Heineken Champions league centre 
even though they operate within certain restrictions, this idea is boundless. The key-point of 
this idea is creating your own unique selling point amongst other services you will be 
rendering.

Required Resources
 Assets

Operating space (average shop/office space, filling station mart, hotel halls)
DSTV PVR decoder with at least 3 TVs
Chairs and tables
Sales setup

 Personnel (minimum 3 for a start)
Ticketing person
Sales person
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Service person

 Capital
N200,000 to N500,000

Required Skills
 Good management skills
 Good interpersonal skills
 Eyes for details
 Very social

Full description of Operations
 Business operation

The business would be providing the following services:
o Show live Soccer games
o Show blockbuster movies – rented movie from DSTV (this is why the pvr 

decoder is required and a business registration must be done with DSTV)
o Have a sport arcade that also runs competition to entice people(Games like 

Snookers, Video games and soccer games)
o Run a bar (plastic only)
o small chops and a special delicacy (selling point e.g peppered turkey just 

something unique that sets you apart) 
o Run a betting agency on the side (this can be delayed)
o Live shows on special days (this can be delayed)

Like I said earlier, the services you can run is limitless, it all depends on your creativity, the 
space you have, your management skills and location.

 Objectives
The objective of this idea is to entice people with football and keep them coming 
because of your unique selling point. So the focus is the not really the football unlike 
the traditional viewing centers, the focus is the other services that sets you apart 
from others.

 Benefits
It gives you the chance to be creative with your personal fantasies.
You meet new people and seal even greater deals there (your target market really 
matters)
You can grow different segments of the service to any extent you desire

 Possible Limitations and solutions
The most pronounced limitation is in terms of management especially pricing and 
accountability but with proper consulting, the profit can be maximized. Other 
limitations include registration, location and getting the right personnel.
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Financial Analysis

Cost
Setting up a 50 seater viewing centre for a start would require capital between N200,000 
and N500,000 depending on the location, target customer and your taste.

Overhead Cost
The major bulk of the money will go to setting up of the space, that is why the best option is 
buying off already set up viewing centre, hall space in a hotel that is almost folding up or a 
filling station mart that is no longer in use. The maximum amount to be spent on space 
should not be more than half of your total budget.

Setting up your bar is also very important; this is where the attention should be as you really 
want to thrive on sales. Best drinks in plastics and cans while bottles should be avoided, and 
where wine must be sold, it should be sold per cup (foil/plastic cups) apart from the safety, 
you make more money this way. The cost here is mostly an operating cost, whatever is sunk 
here would yield profit on weekly basis and should offset whatever capital you have 
invested within the first 6months of your business depending on your pricing, location and 
personal relationship.

DSTV decoder, TV sets and Games would cost you about 25% of your budget, depending on 
the size. To spend less, you can use a projector instead of TV, and for games fairly games are 
good way of minimizing cost. Note that, depending on your budget, you can go into games 
one at a time, you don’t need to rush. 

Chairs, table and stools would also take some money but shouldn’t be more than 25% of your 
budget. Note that, for a multipurpose viewing center, you cannot use benches; it has to be 
chairs, stools and table. You could also have sofas if you want to have VIP sections; pricing is 
key  (you can consult me privately on this).

Cost of registration with government agencies and association (depending on areas).

Operating Cost
DSTV Subscription, Running of bar, salaries, power etc

Revenue:
Every department is self sufficient and would generate between 100% to 1000% returns if 
pricing is perfect. 

For example, DSTV subscription is about 12,000, a capacity of 50 paying 100 per chair is 5000 
average of 10 games period is 50,000, that’s 300% gross profit. Also for movie viewing, a 
movie rent is N400, a capacity 50 let’s say just half full (your location and your customer will 
determine the movie selection), that is 25, showing 4 times a week is 100 at N200 per view is 
N20,000 for movie rent of 1600. That’s about 1150% gross profit. Also from your sales of 
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drinks and selling point, with good pricing you can earn up to 100% profit (Remember, the 
job of this is to keep them coming).

Future Forecast
 Prospects

Each aspect is an entity on its own. The Hall can grow to be an event center, the 
betting agency can grow to become betting company, the movie screening can grow 
to become a cinema etc. The growth depends on how well you are willing to push the 
boundaries.

 Evolvement
This is top class management and with the right skills and resources this can be taken 
to the height of business. Entertainment is one business that has no limit; the key is 
starting small with an open mind.

Conclusion
To understand the scope of this project, you have to be very creative.

References
 For Service consultation contact us via mail at Icriticizedotnet@gmail.com or call within 
hours +234-8056433797 
Note that this may attract service charge.
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